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This paper describes an aspect of Spanish morphophonemics, namely

vowel combinations at word boundaries, and suggests the inadequacy of

the current binary system of features for its treament.
1

In describing colloquial Spanish, rakes Iccua must be provided to

accountfor phenomena like the following:

(1) casa humnilde modest house' is phonetically either ckLsa-*Iiilde3 or

Ekasumilde);

(2) cafe helado 'cold coffee' is phonetically ckafblado);

(3) casa alta 'tall house' is phonetically ciasaalta3.

In example (1), either the contiguous vowels form a diphthong or the

first onedrops. In example (2), the contiguous vowels fuse into one.

In example (3), the contiguous vowels undergo no change. (1) does not

become tckasaumilde3; 02) does not become *ckafeelado3, and (3) does

2

not become *ckasalta3.

For the sake of brevity, I omit the discussion of previous treatments

3 4
Navarro and J. Donald Bowen.of the problem, mainly by Tam4s
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An examination of the data reveals the following relevant factors:
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1. Stress/

Examples (2) and (3) above are treated differently because their
4,;;

stress pattern differs/ In (2), a stressed vowel combines with-aun-
5

stressed one, and there is fusion (café helado ckafblddo3). In (3),

an unstressed vowel combines with a following stressed one, and there

is no fusion (casa alta ckasaalta]).

2. Word boundaries.

Example (1) shows either diphthongization of c',61.] plus EU) or drop-

ping of c\a1.3. Such dropping does not occur within a word; thus, autor

(example(4)) 'author' does not become *cutOr].

Furthermore, within a word there is contrast between the diphthong

c
and the disyllabic sequence cV12; raglOallstrIMICCIndrathic=tii2-Itt

6
thus, auxilio 'help' cagsi4o] contrasts with aunar 'to put together,

caunar]. No such contrast exists across word boundaries.

3. The feature of gravity.

Example (5) shows optional dropping of co] in the sequence co] plus

Cu] (cLso humano 'human case' may become ckhsumAno]). co] is not dropped,

however, in the sequence tot plus ci] (example (6): caso ilustre 'illustrious

case' does not become *ckAsildstre3).

The optional vowel elision does not apanxialkminx occur, then, when

a grave and a nongrave vowel combine. It does occur in all other cases,

provided both vowels are unstressed and the second is higher than the

first. Thus, in (5) it occurs with two grave vowels. In leche hirviente

Sboiling milk', which may become clnirbilinte], it occurs with two non-

grave vowels. The vowel a3) being unmarked for gravity, may drop both
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Vowel elision in the previous section requires that both vowels

,
be unstressed and the second vowel be higher than the first. However,

,

elision also occurs when the two adjacent vowels are identical in

segmental features, .provided the second vowel is unstressed. Thus,

5. Degree of

If the adjacent vowels differ in degree of compactness, and other

condition& for diphthongization are fulfilled, the least compact vowel

'becomes a semivowel. Thus, in example (1), A becomes cul (casa humilde

/modest house' becomes casaumilde0; in palabra osada 'daring word',

the vowel cifq bream" "a semivowel (paltibraRsida, (in contrast

with tpalibralisidal,lused-wordi palabra usada).

6/ Position.

In section II,,Iroup Ab, todo entero Sall of it', where the adjacent
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The problem in translating these Imam= into distinctive feature
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Section II of the handout gives all the possible combinations of

vowel; across word boundaries, grouped according to stress.

The rules necessary to account for the data are given in section III

in the usual distinctive feature format.

Rule (1) drops the 44immt.. of two identical vowels across a word

boundary, provided ti1107-401tab is unstressed. It thus accounts for

groups Aa and Ba in section II: puente estrecho 'narrow bridge' becomes

tpubntestraol, and esti armed° she is armed' becomesjestarmado3.

All other rules involve -- in articulatory terms -- the high/low

::..opposition,' and rule (6) involves in addition the front/back opposition.

rules

terminology. is that there is no provision for expressions such as

'as high or higher'. Since classificatory features in a transformational

: grammar are all binary although phonetic features need not be --,

..,' ., an expression like this must be, covered by two different rules involving

t

,

;. ;'. -., ..-' the oppositions compact/noncompact and diffusetnondiffuse. Rules (:20

. -;... ...

..

. ..,.' and (3),,for'instancii' are needed to account for the data in section II,
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Rule (2) transforms.
ithe' unstressed vowels E3 and Eu3 into the

diffuse

- stress

vocalic

consonantal

corresponding semiVOiiels'in'the environment of a word boundary and a
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For example, su armamento 'his armament: becomes cse.rmamento30 su esposa

'his wide' becomes ceuesp6sa3; su idilio 'his idyll' becomes csuidilio3,',A

Ate.

.1

- vocalic)' - diffuse

- compact

- stress

Rule (3) changes the unstressed vowels c163 and A into the

diffusej

,corresponding semivowels imxiciummuossmax when followed

by a word boundary and a nonhigh vowel. For example, todl entero

:all of it becomes ctbsigentero3, todo eso fall of that' becomes

ctodesol, Lito agudo 'shrill ;ski scream' becomes Egritgagddo3,

and viene alguien 'somebody is coming: becomes cbengalgen].

It is clear that rules (2) and (3) combined correspond to the

more traditional rule (4): If Vi is unstressed and is as high or higher

than V2,. V1 becomes a semivowel. But a rule like (4) is possible only

if the current binary system of features is replaced by a system with

's1;bit

variables where more than two values are ib for any given feature.

Thus rules t2) and (3) can be reduced to rule (5), which is the formulate':

equivalent of statement (4)/

.

(5) :t .t vocalic

4

, '
;

14
'$' .4 $. :l 4. $

- stress

n compact

IN&

[+ vocalic i

- consonantal

compact
...

1
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where rliert; n and m being variables for different degrees of the feAture

compact.

A parallel rule (7) accounts for instances where the second vowel

becomes a semivowel. It also corresponds to two diles with binary

features.

(7)' of ,vocalic3

9r
vocalic3 / ji vocalic

- consonantal

n compact

stress

m compact

where n;sm.

Rule (7) ximagssoummaxtbasiarax accounts for groups Ac(i) and

Bb in section II: caso ilustre 'illustrious case' becomes ckasoAldstre),

and esti hirviendo 'it is boiling' becomes cestlirbiendod
n

If the first vowel is stressed, the rule applies also when n equals m.

Thus (Bb), gan6 Esteban 'Stephen, won' becomes cganbAstebanl.

Rules (1), (5) and (7) account for all instances with the exception

Of.one alternative in Ac(ii), namely the optional dropping of the first

vowel. This is accounted for by optional rule 6, which applies before (7)1

(6)
rom .N

4., stress

(est.grave)

n compact

where n>m

Rule (6) changes caso humano 'human cases ixtax optionally into

clasumin03, where th(vcontiguous vowels are unstressed and id= have the

- stress

# (04..grave)

m compact

same'sign for'gravity;:and the first is more compact than the second/
;,
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It also changes casa humilde 'modest house' optionally into (kAsumilde),

where the first vowel is not marked for gravity, the other two conditions

_beinst-tha.aaniskaasuatay....thskt.nraviouste-sucample......_

Rgeit ),intetit 7V1-ee-e-4 A4444

"0434. 414. 1-ttlett 41eset '.2v44-efL

r tnce bThinary cIassifidatbiirreatures--

forces upon us an uneconomical formulation of the rules for vowel

combination in Spanish. A simpler description is obtained by using a

nonbinary system. One instance is, of course, insufficient basis for

rejecting a theory which has proved adepate otherwise. The choice beteen

a binary and a nonbinary system must be based on criteria over-all

economy and adequacy, and on the possibility of developing meaningful

internal evaluation ms criteria for the nonbinary system to match the

well - developed evaluation measure of the binary system.
..
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1

Footnotes.

I am using my own dialect, Chilean Spanish, as the basis for this description.

2.
The status of these forms is not identical: ckasalta3 simply does not occur,

whereas ckafeelddo) and cklisaumildel occur in over-careful pronunciation.

3
Manual de pronunciacionesmt.iola, New York;: Hafner, 1957, pp. 150-172.

4
'Sequences of Vowels in.Spanish,s Boletinleyilologia, Santiago de Chile,

9.5-14 (1956-7).

5
A later rule makes the last stress primary and the first secondary.

6
In aunar there is a morpheme boundary between a and u, but this does not

eliminate the need for marking word boundaries.

7
See N..ChemeKy, 'Current Issues in Linguistic Theory,' in Fodor and Katz,

The Structure otlenpage, Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1964, p. 86.
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The following matrix is assumed for the input to these rules:

Diffuse

Compact

Grave

9

iueoa
f f

-
all

9.

An alternative would be to combine the rules for rising and falling

diphthongization into one, by adopting a convention that would indicate

alternative orders:

- vocalic] / - stress .1. vocalic

n compact SOO # 00111 - consonantal

m compact

where n<m, and where elements separated by are permutable, but not

independently. Thus, permutation conditioned by the first forces

permutation of the elements separated by the second ... This rule, haw-

over, does not cover those cases where both vowels have the same degree

of compactness. Two special rules are needed for them:

tf:vocalic]..>1-.vocalic]
I

stress

n compact

L

7"--%

tt Vocalici vocalic] t vocalic

0.110.1.

.c

consonant

n compact

stress

t vocalic

- consonantal

compact

. stress

n compact
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HANDOUT

Spanish Sandhi and Binary Features

'Modest house'(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)

casa humilde

cafe helado

casa alta

autor

caso humano

caso ilustre

mi hilo

casi imposible

nuez

no es

'cold coffee'

*tall house'

'author'

'human case'

'illustrious case'

'my thread'

'almost impossible'

'nut'

'it is not'

II

A.

j

[kasaumilde] or [kasumflde]; not

* [kasaumflde];

[kafelido]; not * [kafeeledo];

[kasailta] not * Nastatab

( autor]; not * [utelr];

[kasoumino] or [kasumAno];

[kasolidstre]; not * [kasiillstre];

[nifio]; not * [mlio];

[kasimposible];

[flues],

[noes] or [noes].

a. V1 . V2 >V

puente estrecho 'narrow bridge[puentestredo];

b. V1 as high or higher than V2 > V9

todo entero 'all of it' [todoentiro];

c. V
1

lower than V2

(i) One V is front, the other back: >

caso ilustre 'illustrious case' [kasoillistre];

(ii) Otherwise > VV or V
2

caso human(' 'human case' [kasoumino] or [kasumino];

casa bumilde 'modest house' [kam:1141de] or [kasumflde].

B.

a. Vi V2> V

esti armado 'he is armed' [estirmAdo];
,

b. V
1
as low or lower than V

2
> VV

esti hirviendo 'it is boilin[estipbiando];

fr.nes Esteban 'Stephen won' [ganOestabin];

8. 'V

,.

600 A

[is]

'

MI
li

:.;
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a. V1 higher than V2 > 9V (or possibly .19)

esti alerta 'be on the alert' [estealerta] (or [est2ilerta]).

C. ifi

V1 ji Vi, 91 as high or higher than V2 >

su hija 'his daughter' [Whis

su alma 'his soul' (suilma];

b..' Otherwise, no change

case. alta 'tall house'. Nasailtab

la hija 'the daughter' [laixa].

YV

D. 'hi

There is no change.

vendri antes 'he will come before' [bendrlintes];

corm otro 'I ate another one' NomiStrob

est& becho 'it is done' (estleao].

In
.

-stress + stress

... #
X Z

where X . Z; X and Z representing any set of features.

(2) [+voc] (-voc]

(3) [+voc] [ -voc]

-stress

-compact #

-stress

+vocalic

-consonantal

(4) If VI is unstressed and is as high as or higher than V2, V1 becomes a

semivowel.

[19]
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(5) (+vocalic] (-vocalic] in the env. -stress +vOcalic

n compact # -consonantaai

m compact

where n m, n and m being variables for different degrees of the
feature compact.

(6)

(7)

stress

<a grave >
-, 0 in the env.

compact
MMONNEINI <CV grave >

stress

m compact

where n>m.

[i

(+vocalic] -4 (-vocalic] in the env. +vocalic -stress

-consonantal m# compact

n canpact
,

where n > m.

(20]

e
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